
Update on NHS Birthday Celebrations  4
th

 & 5
th

 July from Leeds Keep Our NHS Public     

Sat July 4th Leeds Keep Our NHS are planning a small group, pop up at LGI and St James on Saturday early 
afternoon with banners and music. We would have loved to have invited people along and made this a big 
“Banners High” event but feel that we need to act more sensibly than Johnson and take great care not to 
give out the wrong signals or put anyone in harm’s way so we will have very limited numbers but try to 
make up for that by getting some good pics or film for social media. 

On Saturday evening there is a broader national call for a minutes silence at 8pm and people to put 
candles in their windows to remember all those who have lost their lives.  

On Sunday morning 5th July Leeds KONP and supporters will be out again doing a motorcade starting in 
south Leeds. If you want to join in, assemble at 11am at Middleton Circus car park.                                   
Thanks to Nick Jones for the map.  

  

We will have some printed posters and banners but DIY signage, balloons etc very welcome.    

On Sunday  3.30 – 4.45pm Keep Our NHS Public,  Health Campaigns  Together, People’s Assembly and 
‘We Own it’  are holding a rally/ webinar : see #2020Vision for better health care here . You can watch it on 
national KONP’s facebook (https://www.facebook.com/groups/40921988278/) or on youtube.  

On Sunday at 5pm there will be an official national clap which is another good opportunity to get banners, 
flags and placards out in your local area.  “We Own It” have suggested that people bake and decorate 
birthday cakes to share with neighbours. 

I’m attaching : 

 an A4 window poster people can circulate, print off and put up. 
 a pic of our small    ( 2m x70cm) rainbow banner which can be ordered ( if you are quick)  for £25. Just  

phone /text 07419 295754 or mail leedskonp@yahoo.co.uk if you want us to get one printed for you.  
 a pic of a bigger banner we have had printed for the birthday weekend which we hope you might post 

widely on facebook.  

We are in liaison with the people at LCC who are running the big screen in Millennium Square and are 
hoping they  might show a collection of short films of local NHS campaigning which we have sent to them. 
They did show some of our films for the 70th birthday.   

Any queries just e mail leedskonp@yahoo.co.uk or phone/text 07419 295754  

                                                Facebook:  Keep Our NHS Public Leeds 
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